WESTON’S FARM

Cut-Your-Own Christmas Trees
2020
The ﬁelds are open starting the Saturday before Thanksgiving with trees up to 10’ tall. Quality trees over 9’ will go
quickly. There will be a decreasing selection of the remaining trees as Christmas approaches.
The CYO trees are located in a scenic ﬁeld 1/8 mile from the farm market in Fryeburg. You will need to drive to the
ﬁeld after you check in at the farm. The road is well maintained, but a truck is always best. We will provide you with a bow
saw and twine to get your tree out of the ﬁeld. There are no employees in the ﬁeld to assist you, so be prepared to cut and
load the tree yourself.
After you cut your tree, bring it back to the farm to pay for it (there will be additional sales tax). If you would like the
tree wrapped for transport, that is done at the farm for an additional cost of $1.00 per tree. We can help secure your tree on
your vehicle on the weekends. Again, please check in at the farm before going to the ﬁeld.

Pricing:

Trees are priced according to height, quality and species (Fraser Firs cost a little more).
Colored ﬂagging at the tip of the tree designates price. If there are 2 diﬀerent tags on the tree, the price is the higher
one (the other tag is last years).

Untagged Trees = $39.00
Red Tags = $49.00
Blue Tags = $59.00
White Tags = $69.00
Hours:

CYO Trees are open every day*
9:00am to 4:00pm.
(The market is open until 5:30pm)
*Weather dependent and until at
least December 13. After 12/13 the
ﬁelds may close depending on snow.

Balsam Fir:
Known for their strong scent
and dense shape.

Fraser Fir:
Thicker branches & holds needles
better, but typically less dense
and no scent.

Balsam/Fraser Cross:
Has thicker braches like a Fraser but
is more dense and has a scent.

2020 COVID INFORMATION:
***A MASK IS REQUIRED WHILE ANYWHERE ON OUR PROPERTY. ***
This includes outside choosing a tree, on the lot, or in the ﬁeld cutting a tree.
Please allow plenty of distance between you and others.
No dogs.

Frequently Asked Questions:

Can I let my dog out in the ﬁeld? Unfortunately no. Even dogs on a leash can cause unwanted issues (like errant messes that
are not nice to lie in while cutting a tree).
Can I save a tree to cut at a later date? Unfortunately no. The simple truth is we have found that some customers will not
respect the saved tree and cut it anyway.
Can I bring my own saw? Yes
Can I walk to the trees? Technically yes, but it is not encouraged. It is a long walk back while lugging a tree.
Why do the trees have dead needles on the inside? As the trees grow and become more dense, light is cut oﬀ to the interior
parts of the tree and the needles die. This happens to all pruned trees. After you cut the tree, shake out the dead needles –
the green ones will remain.
How many trees do you grow? We grow and maintain 6,000 trees.
How old are the trees? A 7’ tree is approximately 13 years old.
Do you sell dug trees that can be replanted? We do not. Check with a nursery company in your area.
Do you use pesticides on your trees? No. There are no sprays on the trees or ground under the trees.

